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A. AWS Organizations
B. Amazon Lightsail
C. Amazon Alexa
D. AWS Regions
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A car dealer sells a SUV for $39,000, which represents a 25%
markup over the dealer's cost. What was
the cost of the SUV to the dealer?
A. $33,800
B. $33,999
C. $32,500
D. $29,250
E. $31,200
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: C
Explanation:
AWS Cloudformation is an application management tool which
provides application modelling, deployment, configuration,
management and related activities. The limitations given below
apply to the Cloudformation template and stack. There are no
limits to the number of templates but each AWS CloudFormation
account is limited to a maximum of 20 stacks by default. The
Template, Parameter, Output, and Resource description fields
are limited to 4096 characters. The user can include up to 60
parameters and 60 outputs in a template.

NEW QUESTION: 4
How does CAPWAP communicate between an access point in local
mode and a WLC?
A. The access point must be connected to the same switch as the
WLC
B. The access point has the ability to link to any switch in
the network, assuming connectivity to the WLC
C. The access point must directly connect to the WLC using a
copper cable
D. The access point must not be connected to the wired network,
as it would create a loop
Answer: B
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